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Abstract 
In this current era, rising demand ultimately leads to the scarcity of source in terms of power. To 
fulfill this inadequacy and because of the availability and easy conversion of electrical energy, hy-
brid energy system is the best choice for non renewable energy source replacement, which domi-
nates the demand of reliable power. In this paper, we have proposed and analyzed the optimal 
capacity of the Photovoltaic and Wind as a hybrid system, standing as a foremost motivating force 
for the public improvement. To provide uninterrupted supply, storage device is used along with 
the integrated sources. The key pioneering part of this research paper is the performance of the 
projected system for cost optimization, which is realized by running the Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms. The result is the baseline system cost neces-
sary to meet the load requirements. The above stated process is implemented using MATLAB. The 
motivation of choosing these algorithms is because of swift convergence in real time power man-
agement. Performance parameter Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is also calculated for the pro-
posed system. 
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1. Introduction 
Power generation and distribution plays a vital role in the power system management. Power generation is done 
with the help of renewable and non-renewable resources. Usage of non-renewable resources such as coal, petro-
leum, wood, gas and uranium (radioactive atoms) diminishes because of the need for reuse decays. Moreover in 
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the past 25 years, there is a hike in the cost of the fossil fuels. Hence power generation from renewable energy 
sources poses to be an essential criterion to overcome this problem. Sets of second-life batteries are integrated 
using converter topology and control architecture for optimal usage in energy storage system [1]. An energy 
management algorithm (EMA) is proposed for the hybrid energy storage to develop the performance of the bat-
tery storage [2]. Exploiting renewable and distributed energy production serves as a substitute for power supply 
in power markets [3]. Energy transmitting cost between harvester and source is investigated for nominal value 
[4]. The optimal capacity of the battery storage along with RE source was found thriftily, and the reduced sys-
tem price was achieved by using the duration cost function at a secure range [5]. Cost comparison of solar, wind 
sources and batteries acting alone and minimum distance for supplying the customer with conventional power is 
explained [6]. Combined RE along with fuel cells for supplying the load with the help of control unit and me-
trics are analyzed to provide qualified and non-interrupting power [7]. The ambiguity of wind energy is pro-
posed to be steadfast by using battery as a storage device reducing the instability of wind energy [8]. Among 
these resources, wind and solar are most prioritized, thereby initiated and are utilized rapidly in all developed 
countries with better efficiency [9]. Moreover it regulates the power during power fluctuation and power quality 
[10] is improved using a dc to dc converter and inverter. Sag, swell and smoothing of voltage and power profiles 
is concentrated. Fetching of uninterrupted power supply with qualified power is discussed [11]. Ranking of RE 
sources and optimal sizing of the system is done using algorithms. Sensitivity is calculated [14]. Along with op-
timal sizing, analysis of reliability of the system requirements is performed and a compromise between cost and 
reliability is found using epsilon constraint approach [15]. Energy related issues like consumption, operation, 
expenditure and overhead cost of fossil fuels matters a lot. Research studies and projects have proved that usage 
of RE (Renewable Energy) such as solar, wind, biomass, hydro power and geo-thermal serves as an alternative 
for fossil fuel dependency [16]. This hybrid system satisfies the load demand to small grid system, in rural and 
remote areas. This combination is mainly preferred because PV matches the demand of wind in summer [17] 
and wind equalizes the demand of PV in winter. Hence to improve power quality and reliability of the system 
there are several optimization techniques and iterative techniques [18]-[20] that have been suggested by re-
searchers. 

The objective of this paper deals with the cost assisted design of a hybrid energy system, to withstand elec-
tricity consumption for a small domestic area for varying loads with undisrupted utilization of wind and solar 
power efficiently. Similar to [5] [8] battery storage is utilized in this work. No fuel cells are used as in [7]. Hu-
man beings, living organisms and environment are interactive and interdependent. Genetic algorithm (GA) is 
human chromosomes based. PSO relies on the swarm intelligence in search of food. Results are obtained using 
simulation by running Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms together to 
obtain the optimized capacity at a reduced cost. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), a parameter of qualified power, 
is also obtained. Organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 deals with related literatures, Section 3 de-
scribes the background process, Section 4 explains the proposed method and algorithms, Section 5 with results 
and finally Section 6 ends up with conclusion. 

2. Correlated Literature Review 
Xin Kang et al. (2014) explained about minimization of energy consumption and total energy cost by consider-
ing problem of communicating over a block fading channel in which transmitter has access to an energy harve-
ster and a conventional energy source and this was investigated under upper bound and lower bound using Li-
near Programming based Channel Removal (LPCR) and Worst Channel Removal (WCR) respectively [4]. 

W.D. Kellogg et al. (1998) proposed an investigation on hybrid PV/wind for power generation to utilize a 
stand-alone system in south-central Montana between Broadview and Townsend and discussed about the devel-
opment for the design of a hybrid wind/PV using a simple iterative algorithm technique [6]. 

Mohammed Alsayed et al. (2013) has dealt with the optimal sizing of PV/wind using Multi criteria decision 
analysis (MCDA) by considering different weighing criteria with different fluctuation scenarios of wind speed 
and solar radiation profiles and thus discussed detail about merits and demerits of the proposed system [14]. 

Amirsaman et al. (2014) proposed a stochastic optimization method to optimize the hybrid system (wind/PV) 
to improve the performance and reliability of the system using sequential Monte Carlo simulation technique 
which generates data in time. The generated sequential samples in numerous intervals improved the performance 
of the system [15]. 
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3. Background Process 
The background process consists of the following components like description of wind turbine, rectifier, photo-
voltaic cell, dc to dc converter, battery storage unit and inverter. 

3.1. Wind Turbine Description 
Wind turbine generates electric energy from wind using turbine generator. Wind turbine consists of blade, shaft 
and generator and it is classified based on wind axes, dimensions and number of blades. With this consideration 
there are three types of wind turbines which are used to generate electric energy. Initially, three bladed turbines 
are used and it is placed towards the direction of wind. Secondly two bladed wind turbines are a downwind tur-
bine and finally single blade turbines, which are rarely used. From the above types of turbine, in our simulation 
process, the three bladed turbines are being considered. Equation (1) represents the calculation of wind turbine 
power with respect to the wind speed which is represented as, 
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3.2. Rectifier 
Figure 1 shows the three-phase diode bridge rectifier. It has three-phase diode bridge with comprising diodes S1 
to S6. The load current I is constant. The rectifier is supplied by a balanced uninterrupted three-phase voltage 
system, specified by the phase voltages. It is represented in Equation (2), Equation (3) and Equation (4) as V1, V2, 
and V3 respectively.  

There are two bridges that conduct internally with respect to the conducting diode. The first conducting dio-
des are {S1, S3 and S5}; the highest phase voltages are connected to the anodes of each conducting diode. The 
second conducting diode is from the group of even-indexed diodes {S2, S4 and S6}; the lowest phase voltages are 
connected to cathode. The current I is strictly greater than zero during the whole period. 

1 0cosmV V tω=                                     (2) 

2 0
2πcos
3mV V tω = − 

 
                                 (3) 

3 0
4πcos
3mV V tω = − 

 
                                 (4) 

2m rmsV V= ∗                                     (5) 

Since one phase voltage cannot be the highest and the lowest at the same time for the given set of phase vol-
tages specified by Equation (2), Equation (3) and Equation (4), two of the phases are connected to the load while  

 

 
Figure 1. Three phase diode bridge rectifier. 
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one phase is disconnected every time. This results in an input current equal to zero in the time interval when the 
phase voltage is neither maximal nor minimal. The operation of the diode bridge output terminal voltage is equal 
to the maximum of the phase voltages, represented in Equation (5). 

3.3. Photovoltaic Cell, Converter, Storage Unit and Inverter 
Several groups of cells form a solar PV module and several modules form a photovoltaic array [12] [13]. Mod-
ules are connected by the wire, either in series or parallel to increase the voltage or current respectively. Equa-
tion (6) represents the output power of PV array calculated with respect to solar radiation. 

1000
PERP

PV PV rated MPPT
RP P η−

 =  


∗


∗                              (6) 

where PERPR —Perpendicular radiation at array’s surface (W/m2) 
PV ratedP − —Rated power of each PV array at 21000 W mPERPR =  
MPPTη —Efficiency of MPPT system 

The required voltage is obtained by using the boost converter which produces the output voltage equal to or 
greater than input voltage. If the output voltage is increased then available output current must decrease. MOS-
FETs are used in power switching, the choice being determined by the voltage, current, switching speed and cost 
considerations. The battery stores the excessive power generated by the wind turbine and the PV array that 
powers the load (battery charging state). The battery discharges when the power generated by the wind turbine 
and the PV array is lesser than the power drawn by the load (battery discharging state). Equation (7) and Equa-
tion (8) represents the charging and discharging power of the batteries. 
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η −
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 LOAD
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η −
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                (8) 

where ( )BATTP t —Battery charged at the time of t 
( )1BATTP t − —Battery charged at the time of (t-1) 

( )1 SD− —Self discharge rate of battery per hour 
( )TOTP t —Total power generated from turbine and PV array in the time interval (t-1, t) 
( )LOADP t —Total power by load in the time interval (t-1, t) 

INVη —Efficiency of an inverter 
B Chargingη − —Efficiency of a battery at charging time 
B Dischargingη − —Efficiency of a battery at discharging time 

Energy stored in the battery is taken by electrical loads through the inverter, which converts DC power into 
AC power. The inverter has in-built preservation for short-circuit; reverse polarity, low battery voltage and over 
load. 

4. Proposed Methodology 
4.1. Block Diagram of Hybrid Energy System for Proposed Methodology 
The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2 which is designed with the wind turbine, PV array, battery sto-
rage unit, boost converter, inverter and loads. The hybrid energy system can be divided into three main stages. 
The first stage is generation side which includes PV, wind and battery systems. The second stage is the conver-
sion and storage systems. The conversion system includes the AC to DC converter for the wind generators, the 
DC to DC converters for the PV systems and DC to AC inverters which are connected to the DC bus. The third 
stage represents the power supply to AC or DC load for house hold appliances. Figure 2 shows the block dia-
gram of proposed methodology optimization technique of the PV-wind hybrid system. Energy demand man-
agement system (EDMS) at a reduced cost is used to compensate the energy for varying loads with the help of 
optimally cost effective GA and PSO algorithms. 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of hybrid energy system. 

4.2. Hybrid Energy System 
Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HRES) is the most economical and sustainable in electrification as per the 
cited papers [1]-[3] [17]. Hence the two energy sources provide continuous energy production to supply the de-
mand. Figure 3 and Figure 4 represents the pseudo code and flowchart of the algorithms. Equation (9) depicts 
the system cost calculation. Equation (10) indicates the real interest rate calculation formula. 
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where, Nu is the number of units 
L is the useful lifetime of the project  

ir  is the real interest rate which is a function of i nominalr−  and annual inflation rate  
CRF is the capital recovery factor and obtained as shown in Equation (11). 
k is the single payment present worth as shown in Equation (12). 
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where, LTi—Useful lifetime of the project 
irc —Number of replacements of the component during the lifetime of the project. 

Hence the objective function is represented in Equation (13) as, 

     WT PV BATT INVSystem cost System cost System cost System cost System cost= + + +          (13) 
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Figure 3. Pseudocode for cost optimization. 

 

 
Figure 4. Flowchart for the GA/PSO algorithm. 
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Equation (16-18) represents the constraints of the proposed system collectively.  
The constraint for the total demand supplied by the hybrid system is represented as 

WT PV BATT LoadP P P P+ + ≥                                (14) 

The constraints of the number of PV array, battery and wind turbine is represented as  
, , 0PV WT BATTN N N ≥                                  (15) 

The constraint for the battery capacity is represented as  

min maxPB PB PB≥ ≥                                  (16) 

where minPB —minimum battery capacity 
PB —rated battery capacity 

maxPB —maximum battery capacity 

( )min max1PB DD PB= − ∗                               (17) 

where, DD is the depth of discharging 

4.3. Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization 
Genetic Algorithm is a method of optimization based on human chromosomes and gene combination and func-
tions. This method, with five types of parts undergoes much iteration for the fed data input and the optimized 
size. GA proves good for numeral based optimization solutions. Particle swarm optimization, well suited for 
continuous design problem solving, is a population-based stochastic optimization technique. PSO algorithm 
hires the priority in population of particles. Inputs as three parameters are used to update the velocity equation. 
The first is the momentum component, remembering controls about the previous speed of the particle. The 
second component is the cognitive component, controlling the particle head towards its personal best rotation. 
The third component, referred to as the social component, draws the best rotation of particle swarm. The accele-
ration constant controls this tendency. The state of each particle is represented by rotation and speed  represented 
in Equation (18) and Equation (19). 

( )1 2i i i inP r r r= + + +
                              (18) 

( )1 2i i i ins s s s= + + +                               (19) 

The state of particles is updated. The two best values are updated in each particle as the first rotation of the 
best fitness value. The fitness value is given in Equation (20). 

( )1 2i i i inP P P P= + + +                               (20) 

This value is stored as the p best, another “best” rotation is tracked by the particle swarm as the current global 
best and is given in Equation (21). Equation (22) and Equation (23) represents the speed and rotation formulae. 

( )1 2g g g gnP P P P= + + +                              (21) 

( ) ( )1
1 1 2 2

k K k k
i i best i best iS WS C L p r C L g r+ = + − + −                     (22) 

1 1k k k
i i ir r S+ += +                                  (23) 

where W—Inertial constant  
K—Capital recovery factor 
L—Useful lifetime of the project 
C1, C2—acceleration constant  
Si—Speed, ri—Rotation 
The constraints of the of the number of PV array, battery and wind turbine system as indicated in Equation 16  

and restraint for the battery capacity as indicated in Equation 17 are considered. The Equation (24) shows the 
main constraint to be satisfied. 

1 1 2 2P N P N L∗ + ∗ =                                 (24) 
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where P1—Photovoltaic power from PV source 
N1—Number of PV panels 
P2—Produced power from Wind Turbines 
N2—Number of Wind Turbines 
L—Electric load demand 
The input of the system is weather data and system components that initialize the parameters for the fitness 

calculation. The rotation and speed are updated for the next generation and the values p best and g best are ob-
tained for all iterations, and the global best value for the given population is also fetched. The GA and PSO al-
gorithms are performed to determine the optimum balance of the system to meet the energy demand. Wind 
speed data, solar irradiation data, demand data, and the battery SOC (State of Charge) are the input values to the 
optimal block. The proposed optimization system operates in real-time, and so fast and accurate optimization 
methods are taken on. If any changes in the input data occur during the optimal intervals, the storage battery will 
respond to the power transients. Figure 4 shows the procedure for GA and PSO algorithm in hybrid system for 
cost optimization. Rotation and speed are initialized randomly, the number of iterations is 1300 and number of 
population is 150. The fitness value is calculated by GA and then by PSO, updating rotation and speed in each 
particle. If best value is less than the number of iterations the above procedure is repeated, and if not satisfied 
the global best value is selected, and it is called global best value (gbest). 

5. Experimental Results 
This paper focuses on the eco friendly solar and wind sources. On inclusion of the solar source in the circuit, 
based on historical data, solar generated voltage is fetched as 500 volts, current value as 50 amps and the DC 
solar power is equal to 2.5 × 104 with respect to 0.05 seconds for hybrid energy systems. The solar power 2.5 × 
104 watts, maintains the same voltage with respect to time. This magnitude maintenance is essential for stability 
criterion, focusing for improved load demand management. Mat lab based Figure 5 shows the magnitude of the 
solar voltage, solar current and solar power waveforms with respect to time.  

In addition to PV arrays, wind source is now included. Using three bladed turbines, with respect to the wind 
speed and based on Equation (1), wind power is obtained. Using historical data feed, Figure 6 shows the wind 
voltage, wind current, real power and reactive power waveforms with respect to time. The three phase diode 
bridge rectifier is used to balance the three-phase voltage of the system. The real and reactive power has har-
monics in power generation at the starting time. The real power value is 2.5 × 104 watts and reactive power of 
wind turbine is 1 × 104 watts with respect to time of 0.1 s. Figure 7 shows the boost output voltage. The MOSFET 

 

 
Figure 5. Solar voltage, current and power. 
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Figure 6. Wind voltage, current, real power and reactive power. 

 

 
Figure 7. Boost voltage.  

 
based boost converter is used to increase the output voltage to 1000 volts and the boosted value is now greater 
than the input voltage. Based on the power management, excess electrical energy can be saved by charging a 
battery, which power can also be discharged when in demand for load adjustment. Figure 8 shows the battery 
voltage capacity as 1000 volts for the hybrid energy system. The three systems such as solar, wind and battery 
are connected to the DC bus and on the flip side of the DC bus, DC load is connected. Figure 9 shows the DC 
bus voltage, current and power with respect to time. The magnitude of the DC bus voltage is 1000 volts, current 
is 50 amps and power is 5 × 104 watts with respect to time. Based on the flip side connection, Figure 10 shows 
the load voltage, current and power with respect to time. 

The 3phase voltage, current, real and reactive powers are calculated. The load side of real and reactive power 
has harmonics in the starting period. The real power is 5 × 104 watts and reactive power is 3 × 104 watts with 
respect to time and this maintains the stability of the power with respect to time. To meet the AC load require-
ments, the inverter is used for converting the DC voltage into AC voltage. Table 1 defines the input parameters 
used for the work. Finally the GA and PSO algorithms are run to obtain the optimum installation cost as 4.7570 
and total harmonic distortion (THD) value is obtained as 0.54% for 1300 numbers of iterations and 150 number 
of population. 

6. Conclusion 
This manuscript examines the efficiency of a hybrid system that combines renewable energy generation and 
energy storage to meet a controllable load. A smart-grid approach is urbanized to alter the load and counterpart 
the renewable power generation and load. This method is modeled in MATLAB with PV array, wind and battery.  
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Figure 8. Battery voltage. 

 

 
Figure 9. DC bus voltage, current and power. 

 

 
Figure 10. Load side voltage, current, real power and reactive power. 
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Table 1. Input parameters. 

Source 
Input parameters 

Rating Lifetime (Years) 

PV 25KW 20 

Battery 200AH 3 

Wind 25KW 15 

 
Table 2. Simulation results. 

Algorithm 
Simulation Results 

Total Cost Excess Energy THD 

GA/PSO 4.7570 1.1270 0.54 

 
Using historical data, Wind, PV generation, battery and loads are stochastically modeled. Genetic algorithm 
(GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms are proposed to minimize the cost and THD and to in-
crease the energy efficiency. Wind cost is obtained as 3.0734 and PV cost as 14.2063. Simulation results are 
shown in Table 2. The lower value of excess energy obtained results in better efficiency. The fitness function, 
which is the installation cost for the system is thus achieved satisfying Equation (24). Installation cost spent is 
taken back over a period of time with no maintenance cost. This system gives improved result for the reason 
that if some liability happens either in PV panel or in wind turbines, storage system takes charge in supplying 
incessant power supply to meet the load demand. 
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